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Abstract. Thanks to its ability to offer a time-oriented perspective on
the clinical events that define the patient’s path of care, Process Mining
(PM) is assuming an emerging role in clinical data analytics. PM’s ability
to exploit time-series data and to build processes without any a priori
knowledge suggests interesting synergies with the most common statis-
tical analyses in healthcare, in particular survival analysis. In this work
we demonstrate contributions of our process-oriented approach in ana-
lyzing a real-world retrospective dataset of patients treated for advanced
melanoma at the Lausanne University Hospital. Addressing the clini-
cal questions raised by our oncologists, we integrated PM in almost
all the steps of a common statistical analysis. We show: (1) how PM
can be leveraged to improve the quality of the data (data cleaning/pre-
processing), (2) how PM can provide efficient data visualizations that
support and/or suggest clinical hypotheses, also allowing to check the
consistency between real and expected processes (descriptive statistics),
and (3) how PM can assist in querying or re-expressing the data in terms
of pre-defined reference workflows for testing survival differences among
sub-cohorts (statistical inference). We exploit a rich set of PM tools for
querying the event logs, inspecting the processes using statistical hypoth-
esis testing, and performing conformance checking analyses to identify
patterns in patient clinical paths and study the effects of different treat-
ment sequences in our cohort.
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1 Introduction

Process Mining (PM) is a family of process analysis methods that aim at dis-
covering, monitoring and improving the efficiency of real processes by extracting
knowledge from the Event Logs (EL) recorded by an information system. Ana-
lytic algorithms are applied to ELs with the main goals of: (i) mining the data
in order to represent the process able to produce them (Process Discovery, PD),
(ii) measuring to which extent a given process can represent an input EL or how
much an EL complies with a given process (Conformance Checking, CC), and
(iii) improving process efficiency, by allowing problem diagnosis and delay pre-
diction, recommending process redesigns or supporting decision making (Process
Enhancement) [2].

In PM for Healthcare (PM4HC), processes are meant as a graph of activities
which can be performed with the aim of diagnosing, treating and/or prevent-
ing diseases to improve the patients’ health status. The activities can be clinical
and non-clinical and may represent different behaviours according to the specific
organization [12]. Often, such processes are highly dynamic, complex, increas-
ingly multidisciplinary [8]. Notably, the complexity increased recently due to the
advent of personalized approaches to care, in which treatments are tailored to the
specific profile of the patient and disease, such that the diversity of therapeutic
pathways exploded compared to traditional standardized care guidelines.

Pragmatically, PM4HC has shown interesting applications in many domains,
and in Oncology in particular, PM4HC was successfully applied to identify the
most common patterns of care for many kinds of tumors, even though the
purpose remained exploratory. Rectal cancer [7], gynecological cancer [11], and
melanoma [13] were investigated both in terms of PD and CC, even if in most
cases the focus was more on CC, while the application of PD remained descrip-
tive of the general trend [9]. From this perspective, there were only few cases
where the PM4HC analysis was used for statistical inference, i.e. to concretely
develop predictive models assessing the role of covariates in determining disease
evolution or patient clinical pathway. While the idea of applying a combina-
tion of PM and statistics for a complete statistical analysis is not entirely new
[4,10], it is not a very common approach and still requires to be consolidated, in
particular to integrate survival analysis, which plays a forefront role in Oncology.

In this work, we focus on exploring the contributions of PM when perform-
ing statistical analyses in Oncology. As an application, we examined a real-world
cohort of advanced melanoma patients treated at the Lausanne University Hos-
pital (CHUV); here we show how PM can guide and/or assist researchers in all
the classical steps of statistical analysis, that is, data preprocessing, descriptive
statistics, and inferential statistics. Figure 1 summarizes these steps.

In the preprocessing step, we approached the data inspecting their struc-
ture, their information content, and their quality: after identifying the clinical
milestones of interest (like diagnosis, treatments, survival outcome), data were
first shaped as EL. We then employed the visualization tools provided by PM to
detect data inconsistencies due to input errors or missing values. This allowed
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Fig. 1. Workflow of the classical steps of a statistical analysis, here implemented
exploiting a process-oriented approach.

us to go back to the data sources, recheck and correct the recorded information,
thus recursively improving the data quality.

In the descriptive analysis step, we first employed the EL time-oriented struc-
ture to inspect cardinality and order of the administered pharmacological treat-
ments. Then, we implemented both unsupervised and supervised methods to
capture the flow of the patients’ pathways over data-driven graphs (PD app-
roach) or user-defined graphs (CC approach), respectively. In this part of the
analysis, the graphical output provided by PM allows a fast access to the design
and/or interpretation of the models, and an immediate assessment of the treat-
ments in terms of type, order and timing of consecutive administrations.

Finally, in the inferential statistics step, we build upon the processes con-
structed in the previous step to quickly select sub-cohorts of patients character-
ized by similar patterns of care and/or clinical attributes. The cohorts were then
compared in terms of time-to-event outcome and overall survival (OS), using
Kaplan-Meier analysis and log-rank test.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Material

In this work, we analyzed the data of a cohort of patients treated at the CHUV
and diagnosed with advanced melanoma.

Melanoma is an aggressive cancer that arises from melanocytes (pigment
cells). Cutaneous melanoma is the most common type. However, it exists also
uveal and mucosal melanomas, which occur in the eye and in the mucosa (such
as the mouth or the vulva), respectively. The primary risk factor of cutaneous
melanoma is ultraviolet light exposure. As outdoor activities are a way of life in
Switzerland, the melanoma incidence is high in the country [3]. The extent of
the disease progression is described by a staging system, ranging from I to IV:
Stage IV indicates metastatization of melanoma cells to distant organs. Surgery
is the most common and resolutive approach for the lowest stages, but when
the disease is more extensive, systemic treatments such as Immunotherapy are
required, with Radiotherapy also used as palliative or local treatment.

The study cohort includes 184 patients diagnosed with advanced melanoma
between March 18th, 2008 and November 17th, 2019, with follow-up up to 2019,
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December 30th.1 Data were sourced from the electronic healthcare records avail-
able at CHUV and curated by trained oncologists.

Data includes: sex, date of birth, primary tumor type, stage and diagnosis
date, advanced tumor diagnosis date and mutation type (among BRAF-V600,
BRAF-nonV600, NRAS, wild type (wt)), pharmacological treatments, and sur-
vival information (date of death or last follow-up). In this study, only the med-
ications administered after the stage IV diagnosis were considered.

2.2 Methods

We implemented the classical statistical analysis pipeline shown in Fig. 1 by
employing PM4HC techniques to achieve the goals of each step. To perform
the analyses, we used pMineR, an open source R library implementing PM4HC
functionalities [5]. By handling data in the form of EL, it allows, among its
features, to implement PD and CC analyses.

We started with the raw data set, which we first assumed to be clean from
mistakes. First, we cast the data in the form of EL, by selecting the main clinical
milestones of interest for the analysis and defining the rules to cope with missing
values. Then, we implemented a PD algorithm based on First Order Markov
Models (FOMMs) [5], to provide a fast and easy-to-understand representation
of the subsequent events. This representation allowed us to identify visually some
unexpected links between clinical events (e.g. due to mistakes in some dates).
With the help of a physician, we iteratively reviewed the data and rerun the PD
algorithm in order to increasingly approach the expected graph and thus refine
the data quality.

To describe the general statistics of the population and quantify the flux
of patients though different patterns of cares (the second step in Fig. 1), we
exploited both PD and CC techniques. The unsupervised PD analysis is based
on the same FOMM model as described above. The supervised CC approach
is based on a pre-defined representation of the different treatment lines imple-
mented with the Pseudo-Workflow formalism (PWF) available in the software
tool. Once performed PD and CC, the patients were grouped according to their
paths through the graphs using the selection language provided by the tool. Then
Kaplan-Meier survival curves and log-rank tests were used to quantify statistical
differences between the groups, considering as end-points time-to-event in PD
and OS in CC.

Process Discovery. In PD, one of the most diffused process representation
exploits the directly-follows graphs (DFGs): in this graphical representation,
directed edges link all the couples of nodes representing subsequent activities
in the EL. Even if DFGs have some well-known limitations [1], they are very
1 This study was approved by the Research Ethical Committee of Canton de Vaud

(CER-VD) and includes only patients who did not oppose usage of their data, and
was conducted according to the Swiss Federal Act on Research involving Human
Beings.
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intuitive and can be helpful to share with clinicians a first representation of the
data. In the pMineR implementation, DFGs correspond to FOMMs.

Conformance Checking. CC was performed by using the PWF, designing
a diagram that describes the expected flow of events in terms of diagnoses,
treatment lines, and survival events. Graphically, this results in a set of nodes,
representing the status that the subjects can assume, and a set of conditions
(triggers) which fire transitions between status [6]. This representation allows to
count which triggers/status are activated while automatically running down the
events of each subjects, thus capturing the population behaviours through the
diagram.

3 Results

3.1 Data Preprocessing

Event Log. For each patient, we built the EL with the following events, each
associated with a time stamp:

– Primary Stage: the primary diagnosis, with melanoma type, tumor stage at
the diagnosis, and somatic mutation harboured by the tumor as attributes;

– Stage IV : the diagnosis of stage IV;
– T-Begin: the begin of a line of treatment, with the type of the given drug(s)

as attribute;
– T-End : the end of a line of treatment, with the type of the given drug(s) as

attribute;
– Dead, Censored : the survival information, consisting in the dead of the patient

or in the last follow-up date, respectively.

The collected treatments belong to the following categories:

– Immunotherapy (IO): anti-CTLA4, anti-PD1, anti-CTLA4 + anti-PD1 (in
combination), or other IO;

– Chemotherapy (Chemo);
– Targeted therapy : tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKI), other targeted therapy

(TT).

In this study, only the treatments after stage IV diagnosis were considered.

Missing Data. In time-oriented analyses, missing information can consist either
in unrecorded events or in missing dates associated to the events themselves. In
order to preserve the clinical information we kept only complete treatments
lines: the EL of patients with an incomplete line were thus truncated to the
last available certain information (stage IV diagnosis or end of a previous line),
artificially introducing a Censored event before the line with missing information.
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Fig. 2. First Order Markov Models obtained on all the events constituting the EL: a)
before cleaning the information of a subject with an error in the dates, b) after data
cleaning.

Data Cleaning. To detect mistakes in the data, we adopted an iterative app-
roach: a FOMM process was discovered and visually analyzed to detect inconsis-
tencies on unexpected edges. Then, the data were updated and the the procedure
repeated until no more mistakes were found.

To give a practical example of detection, we report in Fig. 2a) the FOMM
resulting from an intermediate version of the dataset, where unexpected edges
emerge because the beginning of the first line of treatment was erroneously dated
before the stage IV diagnosis for one patient in the source data. In Fig. 2b) we
can observe the FOMM after correction of the inaccurately collected information.
This updated graph presents, conversely, only relations fully compliant with the
nature (and the collection design) of the data.

With this approach we revealed some previously uncaught mistakes in the
original data, such as inconsistency in data representation (e.g. dd/mm/yy vs
dd/mm/yyyy), or temporal event inversion (e.g. cancer treatment begin before
a tumor diagnosis).

3.2 Descriptive Statistics

A first descriptive statistics was performed by querying the input EL, consisting
of 1196 records: this allowed us to explore in the first instance cardinality and
order of the administered treatments. Then, we delved into the data by using
the FOMM, to obtain an agnostic data representation, and a PWF diagram, to
verify the consistency of the process with respect to the expected behaviour.
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Event Log Querying. By analysing the EL it was possible to perform some
first descriptive investigations. We focused, specifically, on the treatments admin-
istered to the patients. Considering the events of all the patients, regardless of
the position in the path of care, we extracted a total of 322 administered treat-
ments. Table 1 reports, for each treatment category, its absolute and relative
frequency of occurrence, and its duration in terms of median and inter-quartile
range (25%–75%).

Out of 163 patients that received at least one recorded line of treatment, we
identified 49 distinct patterns of treatment sequence. The most frequent ones
are reported in Table 2.

Table 1. Occurrences and duration (in days) of the administered treatments collected
in the data. The inter-quartile ranges (IQR) are computed at 25% and 75%.

Drug category Occurrences

(n = 322)

(%) Median (IQR) duration [days]

TKI 76 (23.6) 122 (76.5–228.0)

anti-CTLA4 + anti-PD1 70 (21.7) 46.5 (0.0–167.8)

anti-PD1 66 (20.5) 84.0 (33.0–253.2)

anti-CTLA4 66 (20.5) 61.5 (31.0–63.0)

Chemo 29 (9.0) 44.0 (22.0–67.0)

Other IO 13 (4.0) 92.0 (22.0–203.0)

TT 2 (0.6) 461.5 (300.7–622.2)

Table 2. Most frequent patterns of treatment recorded in the data. The relative fre-
quency of occurrence is computed over the total number of patients with at least one
recorded treatment.

First line Second line Occurrence
(n = 163)

(%)

anti-CTLA4 + anti-PD1 – 36 (22.1)

anti-PD1 – 22 (13.5)

anti-CTLA4 – 11 (6.7)

anti-CTLA4 + anti-PD1 TKI 11 (6.7)

Chemo anti-CTLA4 9 (5.5)

anti-CTLA4 anti-PD1 8 (4.9)

TKI anti-CTLA4 6 (3.7)

anti-CTLA4 TKI 5 (3.1)

TKI – 3 (1.8)
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Fig. 3. First Order Markov Models obtained on the treatments.

Process Discovery on Treatment Sequences. Figure 3 shows the FOMM
obtained from the clean EL considering only the administered treatments (ignor-
ing diagnosis and survival events). Such a process allows to inspect the temporal
causality of the treatments, highlighting the most frequent connections over all
the population. It also provides a first overview of the position of the treatments
in the paths.

Conformance Checking for Treatment Sequences. We designed a PWF
able to capture the chronological order of the events: at the top, we represented
the events related to the staging, and then the different treatment lines. In order
to be able to define treatments paths at different levels of granularity we added
a further status for each treatment line, that is, IO (immunotherapy). This is
doable thanks to the possibility in the PWF formalism to define simultaneous
activation of multiple status. Finally, we introduced two additional status to
catch the survival outcomes, namely Dead and Censored, that can be activated
without constraints on the previous status, as soon as a survival event is read
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Fig. 4. Conformance Checking model (limited to the first two lines of treatments)
reporting the status activated by the patients’ processes over the used-defined PWF.

in the EL. The activation of the survival status terminates the inspection of the
flow of events for that patient.

Figure 4 reports the result of the run on our cohort. Nodes and boxes report
the number of times that a status/trigger was reached/fired. Due to space con-
straints, we limited the plot to the first two lines of treatment, even if the PWF
included all the 7 lines of treatments available in the data.

By inspecting the graph, it is possible to follow the population’s paths
and read the corresponding number of subjects that run specific patterns. For
instance, we can observe that all the patients included in the dataset (and thus
with a BEGIN event) had a Stage IV diagnosis (expected by design), that the
most frequent first line of treatment was the combination of anti-CTLA4 and
anti-PD1 with a total of 56 occurrences, or that only 163 over 184 patients had
a first line recorded, followed in 89 cases by a second line.

The survival nodes (Dead and Censored) are graphically separated from the
others in order to limit the number of edges in the graph. However they can be
reached from any point in the graph, and the available query tool can inspect
at what precise point they were activated.
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3.3 Inferential Statistics

By exploiting the EL, the FOMM and the PWF diagrams of the previous anal-
yses, we could easily select cohorts characterized by specific patterns of interest
and perform survival analyses. While the FOMM strongly reflects (and is limited
to) the events and the information present in the EL, the PWF represents an
abstraction where the user has the opportunity to provide additional knowledge
in the definition of the PWF structure itself. This enhanced semantic expres-
siveness is one of the main reasons why PWF was previously used in structuring
Clinical Guidelines [5]. Descriptive statistics can help in suggesting hypotheses:
in our case, the previous PWF and FOMM diagrams allowed to easily iden-
tify and query cohorts for statistical inference analyses. We report below two
examples of the investigations we performed.

First, we inspected the relationship between type of somatic tumor mutation
and time between primary and Stage IV diagnosis. Here, we consider the follow-
ing mutation status: BRAF V600 mutated, BRAF non-V600 mutated, NRAS
mutated, and wt. For this study, we limited the cohort to cutaneous melanoma
patients, exploiting filtering tool to easily query the EL attributes.

We implemented a survival analysis by first using the FOMM structure of
Fig. 2 to query the path of interest (between the nodes Primary Stage and Stage
IV) and obtain the time between the two events. Then, the Kaplan-Meier esti-
mator is computed, with patients stratified by mutation status, as shown in
Fig. 5a). Even if a difference between the BRAF v600 mutated and the NRAS
mutated sub-cohorts seems to emerge, the log-rank test computed between all
the survival distributions pairs report no significant differences (all p-values were
>0.05) for any combinations.

Fig. 5. Time-to-event analysis based on a mined FOMM: time from primary to stage
IV diagnosis, stratified by: a) mutation, b) mutation and type of primary.
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To demonstrate the potential of the analysis – even if in this case limited
by the sample cardinality – we performed a further stratification of the data,
distinguishing patients by their primary stage. Also here, pMineR facilitates this
step, by allowing direct selection on the patient attributes. Figure 5b) reports
the plot of the corresponding Kaplan-Meier estimator. Even if, as expected, no
statistically significant clinical evidence emerges from this analysis, mainly due
to the low number of subjects per category, it is interesting to observe how
rapidly this approach allows to enrich the analysis’ level of detail.

The second survival analysis exploits the PWF defined in Fig. 4. We queried
the data in order to identify any differences in terms of OS based on the fol-
lowing patterns of interest: (1) only IO (any BRAF status), (2) IO → TKI, (3)
TKI → IO, (4) only TKI. In defining the rules, we grouped together consec-
utive lines belonging to the same category. Patterns interspersed with TT or
Chemo treatments were excluded. Upon the suggestions of clinicians, in case
of sequences with multiple treatment lines, only the first occurring pattern was
considered. The resulting OS survival curves are shown in Fig. 6. Table 3 reports
the frequency of occurrence of each pattern, the median OS time (in years), and
the percentage of patients alive at 1.5 and 3 years (CI at 95%), respectively.
Statistical significance of OS differences was assessed with the log-rank test,
which turned out to be significant for IO vs IO → TKI (p-value < 0.0001) and
IO vs TKI → IO (p-value: 0.012). The difference between IO and IO → TKI
is expected because patients who receive TKI after IO are those who did not
respond to IO. Knowing that the benefits of TKI are usually only temporary, it
is not surprising that these patients have shorter OS. The difference between IO
and TKI → IO is interesting, as it may be related to recent biological findings
showing that acquired resistance to TKI may hinder IO efficacy.

Fig. 6. Overall survival analysis based on a CC graph: time from stage IV diagnosis
to death, stratified by treatment pattern.
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Table 3. OS for the main treatment patterns of interest.

Treatment path Frequency Median OS [years] 1.5-year OS % (95% CI) 3-year OS % (95% CI)

all 100 % 3.87 72.7 (66.1–80.1) 54.9 (47.1–64.1)

IO 45.7 % NA 76.9 (68.0–86.9) 69.4 (59.1–81.5)

IO → TKI 17.9 % 1.77 63 (48.3–82.1) 18.6 (7.7–45.2)

TKI → IO 8.7 % 1.92 57.4 (36.6–90.1) 25.1 (9.7–65.3)

TKI 1.6 % 1.00 0 0

4 Discussion and Conclusion

PM4HC is expected to have an increasingly relevant role in the analysis of health-
care data, in particular in Oncology. Process-oriented representations, together
with tools able to interrogate the data in terms of temporal patterns identified
through paths in a workflow, are efficient ways to easily generate clinically-
relevant hypotheses and measure statistical significance, in particular in survival
analysis.

In this preliminary work, we demonstrated the added value of a process-
oriented approach when performing three classical steps of data analysis: pre-
processing, descriptive statistics, and inferential statistics. The main remarkable
points emerging from this experience are: (a) query languages for EL, PD and
CC are efficient tools for data cleaning and preprocessing, by quickly identifying
previously unrecognized mistakes; (b) graphical representations can promote dia-
logue between clinicians and data scientists, suggesting alternative perspectives
and possible research questions; (c) PD gives a relevant contribute in repre-
senting the data in an agnostic way; on the other hand CC (with formalisms
such as PWF) allows implementing multi-scale data abstractions and identi-
fying patterns or inconsistencies of the data in pre-defined workflows; (d) the
process representations, both in PD and CC, effectively support survival analy-
sis techniques, allowing rapid definition of sub-cohorts of interest and providing
immediate statistical measures of differences between various paths of the graph.

Noticeably, each step of this study was performed in close cooperation
between clinicians and PM scientists, in the effort of creating a multidisciplinary
team with shared PM skills. The final goal will be to give full autonomy to
physicians to perform PM analyses themselves.

In the future, PM4HC has great potential to be developed further in synergy
with classical statistical tools to analyze healthcare-related data. In particular,
the fast-growing amount of real-world clinical data produced in modern hos-
pitals, each patient’s therapeutic journey being by nature a temporal process,
represents a formidable opportunity for PM4HC to contribute to the advent of
precision medicine.
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which permits use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any medium
or format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the
source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license and indicate if changes were
made.

The images or other third party material in this chapter are included in the
chapter’s Creative Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the
material. If material is not included in the chapter’s Creative Commons license and
your intended use is not permitted by statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted
use, you will need to obtain permission directly from the copyright holder.
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